Information on the processing of personal data
1. Controller: Brink’s Hellas Group Companies (Brink’s Mykonos SA, Brink’s Security Services SA,
Brink’s Cash & Valuable Services SA and Brink’s Aviation Security Services SA).
2. Personal Data: Τhe information referred in the contact form.
3. Purpose for data processing: The purpose for collecting the above data is to allow Brink’s to
contact you in order to seek the possibility for professional collaboration for the provision of security
services.
4. Lawful basis for processing: Your consent granted by completing the Contact Form.
5. Access to data: Only the Brink’s employees competent for each processing, who are bound by
confidentiality and data protection clauses, are recipients of the above personal data. No transfer
of your personal data to third parties other than Brink’s takes place. Brink's Group companies apply
appropriate technical and organizational measures to ensure an adequate level of security against
the risk of loss or unauthorized use of your personal data or access to them.
6. Data retention period: Your personal data will be stored by the above Brink's employees in written
or electronic form and will be deleted two (2) months after their last contact with you, which will
indicate that you are not interested in the provision of security services by Brink's.
7. Rights: You reserve the following rights:
i.
Right to withdraw consent.
ii.
Right of access.
iii.
Right to rectification.
iv.
Right to restriction.
v.
Right to object.
vi.
Right to delete.
You can exercise your rights by sending an e-mail to dpo.brinkshellas@brinksinc.com or a letter to
our postal address or by submitting the request to us in person at our registered office. We also
point out that the exercise of the right to object or to delete does not imply the immediate deletion
of data or the modification of the processing. In any case, we will answer you in detail as soon as
possible, within the deadlines set by the GDPR.
8. Right to lodge a complaint: In case you consider that the processing of your data breaches
Regulation (EU) 2016/679, you have the right to lodge a complaint with a supervisory authority.
The Greek Competent supervisory authority is the Data Protection Authority, Kifissias 1-3, 115 23,
Athens, https://www.dpa.gr/, tel. 2106475600.

